
3 Schlafzimmer Appartement zu verkaufen in La Manga del Mar Menor, Murcia

Miami Towers Spain' LUXURY LIFESTYLEUnique and a once in a lifetime location on the extraordinary sandy beach with
crystal clear water between two seas. Daydreaming on the beach!Come and visit with us the showhouse!Luxury
apartments on the beachfront, WITH luxury TOURIST LICENSE INCLUDED surrounded by exciting experiences between
2 crystalline seas.Interiors with luxurious finishes, spacious, light, and sea views, built directly on a white sandy beach
next to the Mediterranean Sea and the Mar Menor in Murcia.Watch the sunset from your terrace every day.Luxury
Apartments – Beach Apartments in SpainSTART WITH US YOUR DREAM…..SPECIAL CASHBACK OFFER FOR THE 5 FIRST
BUYERSWe are authorized agent!******WHY TO CHOOSELa Manga, SpainDiscover volvanic piece of land called 'La
Manga' – it is cut off by natural channels that keep the two seas in contact with each other. Enjoy long sandy beaches
with amazing Carribean vibes and extraordinary bays and beaches of an unreal beauty in closeby Cabo de Palos.
Another days you can visit true jewel of the region – breathtaking natural park Calblanque.Due to the excellent
infrastructure you reach the airports of Murcia and Alicante in respectively 30 and 70 minutes. From Cartagena trains
are leaving with connections to Madrid, Barcelona and the rest of Europe.And of course you will find at your door de
most beautiful beaches and hidden caves and bays, surrounded with stunning flora and fauna.At La Manga you will
experience the best and healthiest climate in Europe. The surrounding area enjoys a Mediterranean subtropical
climate with warm pleasant summers 28-32 °C and mild winters. It is for a good reason that this coastline is called the
'Costa Calida' warm coast.La MangaA strip of volcanic land surrounded by natural channels that connect two seas.
Immense sandy beaches with endless views of the landscape from sunrise to sunset.La Manga del Mar Menor, in the
region of Murcia, is a place of exceptional beauty, near the majestic Cabo de Palos, where the future Miami Towers
Spain will rise. These are three towers with exclusive design in their luxury apartments that give new meaning to the
concept of exclusive tourist accommodations.Its exceptional location, on the beachfront, allows you to delight in the
natural beauty of the Mediterranean on one side, and on the other, a lagoon with warm, shallow, and open waters.
Miami Towers Spain is one of the world’s first tourist resorts that allows you to immerse yourself in the waters of two
seas and enjoy both the sunrise and sunset from the terrace.MinimalismMiami Towers Spain is a unique project that
combines exclusive design, an unbeatable location, and a superior luxury concept. Towers where the exclusivity of
their apartments has been carefully taken care of, down to the last detail, thanks to their strong commitment to
architecture, interior design, and overall design.The complex stands out for its multitude of high-end services for
residences, including reception, the Beach Club, and three pool areas – infinity, children’s, and heated. Everything that
the most demanding travelers may need to truly enjoy a premium vacation.Thinking of families, a childcare service will
ensure that everyone, adults and children, live the best possible experience during their days of relaxation.In this
project, from Villas de Diseño, we have applied all our experience, with over 1,000 homes built in the Murcia region
over the last decade. We know what our clients want, and with Miami Towers Spain, we meet all their desires.Spacious
common areas, equipped with hammock areas and abundant tropical gardens, convey a pleasant sense of lush
nature.The project has entrusted the team of Gea Arquitectos and the decorators Manuel Asociados to ensure that
the entire complex exudes design, beauty, and distinction from every angle.Interior designGuided by the award-

  3 Schlafzimmer   2 Badezimmer   Schwimmbad
  air conditioning   gym   near airport
  near supermarkets   near village   roof terrace
  sea view   sport facilities   terrace
  underground garage

499.000€
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